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Bumbletum
by Steve Smallman

A new toy arrives in the bedroom. Bumbletum has a soft, squidgy tummy but no obvious talents - he is sure he

must be good at something, but what?

 

A Small Surprise
by Louise Yates

A little rabbit wants to join the circus, but he is too small. He can’t wipe his nose or tie his own shoelaces.

 

Just a Little Bit
by Emile Jadoul

Olive protects herself against the snow with a nice, warm scarf but is soon joined by Bird and then Rabbit, who

both want to get warm too.

 

It's Raining! It's Pouring! We're Exploring!
by Polly Peters and Jess Stockham

Three children are stuck inside while it's raining. Luckily they have plenty of imaginative ideas to turn a

potentially dull and dreary day into a series of exhilarating adventures.

 

On The Move
by DK Braille

One of a new series of books developed in consultation with the RNIB, this particular title focuses on transport.

The board book features everything from trains and cars to cranes and unicycles, supported by a range of

interesting facts.

 

There's a Troll at the Top of Our Tip
by Ann Jungman

The third in a series of stories about a misunderstood troll and the group of children who befriend him.

 

The Five of Us
by Quentin Blake

This book is testament to Blake's belief that all children need to be able find themselves in books.
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Team Trouble
by Sophie Smiley

The third in a series of books about Charlton and her family. It’s a family which normally gets along

swimmingly, but now older brother Semi is behaving strangely.

 

Oddly
by Joyce Dunbar

Kindness enables three crazy, cuddly creatures living in a prickly, solitary world to find friends and a home.

 

Princess Poppy: A True Princess
by Janey Louise Jones

Poppy is fed up. Her best friend Honey is prettier, kinder and seems to have a much more exciting time than

Poppy.

 

Tinysaurus
by Sheryl Webster

Tinysaurus is a young dinosaur. He wants to be big like his dad or even his big sister. One day a nasty dinosaur

eyes up the eggs for his supper - can Tinysaurus save the day?

 

The Littlest Dinosaur
by Michael Foreman

When mother dinosaur’s last egg finally cracks open, out comes a minute dinosaur. He doesn’t grow any

bigger – and when he’s playing football he is in danger of being trodden on.

 

Victoria Goes to Brazil
by Maria de Fatima Campos

Victoria has grown up in London, but her mother is originally from Brazil.

 

Sylvia and Bird
by Catherine Rayner

A story that gently explores themes of expectation, loneliness, friendship and valuing others.
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Zog
by Julia Donaldson

Zog is a keen dragon at Dragon School who aims to be the best in his class and win a golden star.

 

Pink!
by Lynne Rickards

Patrick is teased at school and doesn’t like being different. He packs his rucksack and goes to Africa to join the
flamingos.

 

Wonder Goal
by Michael Foreman

Being the new boy on the football team is no fun, especially for one little boy who trips over the shoelaces his

team-mates have tied together.

 

Ralf
by Jean Jullien

Ralf the dog's long body has always been a hindrance - until the day a fire sweeps through his home. This

gorgeous book is a great story about differences and acceptance, with funny and fabulous illustrations.

 

Ace Ghosts
by Karen Wallace

A humorous first 'chapters' book for newly independent readers or suitable for reading aloud to younger

children. Pen and ink illustrations add interest and humour.

 

Frank and Teddy Make Friends
by Louise Yates

Because Professor Frank Mouse is so small, the familiar objects portrayed appear large, as many things in life

do to young readers.

 

Just Because
by Rebecca Elliott

This uplifting book focuses on a sibling relationship, as a little boy affectionately describes his older sister
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Mr Wolf's Pancakes
by Jan Fearnley

Mr Wolf wants to make pancakes but is unable to read the recipe book, write the names of the ingredients or

count the money to buy them. Will his neighbours help?

 

Perky Little Penguins
by Tony Mitton

The penguins are enjoying themselves in the snow, until they discover a seal pup who has lost his mum, so

they comfort and entertain him until she returns for him.

 

Clarice Bean Spells Trouble
by Lauren Child

Clarice Bean is very bad at spelling. She thinks it is far better to be able to mend a hem using a stapler, or

jump out of a moving helicopter safely.

 

I Am the Music Man
by Debra Potter

A large book featuring holes through which you can peek to spot which of the thoroughly inclusive band of

musicians is playing each instrument.

 

Welcome to the World Baby
by Na'ima bint Robert

Children use their different senses to explore how the arrival of new babies is celebrated around the world.

 

The Sheep-Pig
by Dick King-Smith

When Farmer Hogget wins a piglet at the fair, he is amazed that Fly, his sheep-dog, welcomes him as one of

her own pups.

 

My Big Barefoot Book of Wonderful Words
by Sophie Fatus

A simple concept but a hugely satisfying wealth of material is offered up in this vibrant catalogue of words

and pictures. The reader is first introduced to a diverse cast of characters before joining them in a jubilant

celebration of a busy family’s daily life, covering everything from getting dressed and making breakfast to

visiting the library, going to the market and bus ride through the countryside – before it’s finally time to get

ready for bed.
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Invisible Vinnie
by Jenny Nimmo

Rose is miserable and one morning she confides in her Uncle Vinnie. Although she is worried about reading in

class, her real problem is Zack, a school bully, who teases her.

 

Choo Choo
by Petr Horacek

Enjoyment is enhanced for all youngsters as they are given the option of 'feeling' the train's journey as well as

watching and hearing it.

 

Hugo and the Bully Frogs
by Francesca Simon

Hugo is a little frog with a tiny croak, whose life is made miserable by some big, bad bullyfrogs.

 

Moomin and the Birthday Button
by Tove Jansson

Moomin fears that his friends have forgotten his birthday and are too busy to talk to him.

 

Secret Friends
by Elizabeth Laird

Rafaella suffers daily name-calling from her peers. Lucy feels partly responsible, having herself invented the

nickname 'Earwig' as a result of Rafaella’s prominent ears.

 

The Princess Who Had No Kingdom
by Ursula Jones

A princess and her loyal pony, Pretty, spend their lives travelling here, there and everywhere, searching for the

princesses' kingdom.

 

Tusk Tusk
by David McKee

A fable of human conflict, Tusk Tusk deals with a difficult topic is a wonderfully clear way.
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Ants in Your Pants!
by Julia Jarman

Brilliant colour and lively rhyming couplets tell the story of Leopard and his friends who decide not to invite

Aardvark to their party because he's not as cool as they are.

 

Making Friends!
by Jess Stockham

This book is full of great animal pictures and lift-the-flap pages. It’s a friendly and colourful way to encourage

children to enjoy sharing and have fun.

 

 

Stop Picking on Me: A First Look at Bullying
by Pat Thomas

A sensitive look at bullying for younger children - the reader is encouraged to think about and understand

bullying and advice on ways in which to deal with the problem.

 

Just Like You
by Jan Fearnley

Mother Mouse and Little Mouse encounter a series of different mothers, all of whom do special things for their

children.

 

Something Else
by Kathryn Cave

Something Else is a lonely creature, excluded from everything because he is different. This is the perfect book

for reassuring any child that being different can be a very positive thing.

 

The Brave Beast
by Chris Judge

The Beast is enjoying a lovely bit of peace and quiet when terrified villagers from a nearby island beg for his

help in finding the source of a horrifying howling.

 

Hop a Little, Jump a Little!
by Annie Kubler

This is a perfect book for sharing with lively toddlers, who will love to imitate the children’s actions, as they run,

skip, stretch and nod.
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This is Our House
by Michael Rosen

George wants his cardboard house all to himself. But when he goes to the loo, his friends fill his house to

bursting point.

 

Measuring Angels
by Lesley Ely

A heartwarming tale with beautiful illustrations that reminds us how good it is to work together.

 

Beryl Goes Wild
by Jane Simmons

Alone in the wild, Beryl is befriended by Amber, a scruffy little wild pig whose family is forced to find a new

home, as pink pigs are banned by their community.

 

Specs for Rex
by Yasmeen Ismail

A perfectly judged niche story that has general appeal due to a clean text and cute character; Specs for Rex
is a visual treat that's really worth putting your glasses on for.

 

Spike in Space
by Malaika Rose Stanley

Spike embarks on a new life on the planet Aleda with his adoptive parents. who are aliens, in this funny and

touching story about changes and new beginnings

 

The Snail and the Whale
by Julia Donaldson

This book by the award-winning Gruffalo partnership is about a tiny snail who longs to see the world, and the

enormous grey-blue humpback whale who gives him a lift on his tail.

 

Victoria's Day
by Maria De Fatima Campos

A photographic diary documenting a day in the life of a four year old girl.
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The Catlady
by Dick King-Smith

Miss Ponsonby is reclusive and eccentric. She is certain that she has living with her, in feline form, not only her

dead parents and friends, but Queen Victoria.
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